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"WELCOME TO PRIME-TIME, BITCH'': THE NIGHIMARE ON EIM
STREET FILM SERIES AND THE SOCIAL PROBLEMATIC
OF MEDIATED QUASI-INTERACTION
Jason Rapelje, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 2001
This thesis explores how scenes of conflict within the "Nightmare on Elm

Street" film series articulate four problematic characteristics of mediated quasi
interaction. The exploration is achieved partly by turning tl).ese four problematic
characteristics into four "metaphorical anxiety themes," the occurrence of which is
kept track of as they appear within the conflict scenes. Afterward, select scenes of
conflict are reinterpreted based around the concept of "pseudo-ontology," which is
used to uncover the ideological significance of the main characters' actions. Overall,
the findings display that the films' articulation of the four metaphorical anxiety
themes, alone and in combination, decrease over the span of the series, although in a
nonlinear trend/pattern. The decrease possibly indicates that the films of the series
are indeed allegorical-ideological critiques of mediated quasi-interaction.

This is

because, as the thesis argues, mediated quasi-interaction was in a "heightened" state
during the time period that the films in the first half of the series debuted.
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INTRODUCTION
He chases Tina to a dark and dingy hallway. It leads to a boiler room com
prised of a maze of pipes, furnaces and stairwells. Everything in the industrial laby
rinth is made out of cold hard metal that lets out a screeching moan when he drags
his ''finger knifes" across its surface. The horrific noise makes Tina aware of his
proximity. She runsfaster...until she turns down a dead-end corridor that is cut short
by a furnace full offlames. She turns again to witness his shadow, as it grows larger
around the corner of the corridor. She remains quiet, but her heartbeat thunders
over the raging flames of the furnace. Then the looming shadow shrinks and van
ishes. He has lost her trail. The furnace's heat against her back loses its fierceness
and begins to comfort her, until he pops up like a jack-in-the-box and grabs her from
behind, stealing any minute solace the furnace provides. He raises his razor sharp
metal claw preparing to strike...Tina wakes up screaming. Her nightgown displays
\. his four claw marks. She cannot go back to sleep or he will kill her in her dreams.
She cannot go back to sleep... and I cannot tum off the TV.
The year was 1986. I was ten years old when my family acquired a new add
ition to the television set called "HBO." It took residence in my home on Meadow
Drive on top of the TV, which had already established a central locality in our living
room, as TVs did in many homes across America during previous decades. Through
the aid of HBO, TV introduced me to the world of horror films. It started with
Friday the Thirteenth (1980), was followed by Poltergeist (1982) and then continued
l
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with A Nightmare
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Elm Street (1984). I became fascinated with these types of

films, especially A Nightmare 011 Elm Street, for reasons that were never too clear to
me. I watched all of the sequels to these films during my teenage years, once my
family purchased yet another companion-invention to the TV: the VCR. Soon, the
only part of my bedroom that was not covered with posters of "Freddy Krueger," the
villain/anti-hero of the Nightmare series, was the floorboards. How did I, as a child,
become so fascinated with something as revolting as a filthy child murderer, fictional
or not? Did other children share this somewhat "morbid" fascination with horror
characters like Freddy Krueger? If so, why?
To answer my questions, in this thesis I carry out a discursive analysis of the
Nightmare on Elm Street film series. As John B. Thompson (1990) notes: "To
undertake formal or discursive analysis is to study symbolic forms as complex sym
bolic constructions which display an articulated structure" (p. 22). Therefore, the
purpose of this study is to see how the characters of the Nightmare series, as
ideological-symbolic constructs, articulated a certain set of (societal) anxieties preva
lent during the times in which the films were produced.

HYPOTHESIS
The films of the Nightmare series convey the problematic aspects of what
writer John B. Thompson deems "mediated quasi-interaction." This form of inter-•
action became dominant in the eighties. My analysis of this film series elaborates on
his definitions of the (social) interaction's distinguishing characteristics. I purposely
offset the term "social" because one of the main concerns of this thesis is how the
Nightmare series can be viewed within the privacy of one's home (i.e., in the form of
videos, laser discs, etc.), versus the social setting of a theater. It is this contradictory
aspect of mediated quasi-interaction, i.e., the ability of its participants to be "quasi
social," that troubles me the most.
Also, this troubling interaction between participants of the TV/film viewing
experience involves certain taken for granted actions of its participants as proble
matic. Additionally, I believe that the articulation of anxieties in these films can be
\
t.. .

directly linked to the "pseudo-ontological" status of the villain and hero characters.
Together, these troublesome aspects are indeed part and parcel of the broader proble
matic in the process of mass communication itself According to Thompson (1990),
this problematic is "a fundamental break between the producer and receiver, in such
a way that recipients have relatively little capacity to intervene in the communicative
process and contribute to its course and content" (p. 15).
In The Media and Modernity (1995), Thompson identi:(ies the following four
distinguishing characteristics of mediated quasi-interaction: (1) its separation of
3
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contexts and its extended availability in time and space, (2) its narrowing of the range
of symbolic cues, (3) its orientation towards an indefinite range of potential recipi
ents, and (4) its monological character. In order to decode the films' articulation of
the troublesome aspects of those distinguishing characteristics, I treat those aspects as
"metaphorical anxiety themes" for which I kept a subjective eye peeled. Therefore, I
searched for the following four metaphorical anxiety themes: (1) the death or lack of
co-presence, (2) the inevitable breakdown of the public/community, (3) the profi
ciency of visibility and (4) the intrusion of the private realm(s). These themes repre
sent the troublesome aspects of Thompson's four distinguishing characteristics of
mediated quasi-interaction in ways that I explain in the pages that follow.

\.. .

FOCI OF INQUIRY
These four metaphorical anxiety themes mark the main troublesome charac
teristics of mediated quasi-interaction in all of its complexity. Is this to say that they
are the only themes of sociological interest present within the Nightmare series or
within other horror movies of the time period for that matter? Of course they are not.
Films, described so often as "moving images," are very compl�x texts. The interp,e
tation of them is undoubtedly more complex.. _.
I also argue, along with many film scholars, that to separate or presuppose the
contexts of film production and reception is drastically unsound. For instance, the
main criticism of approaches to the examination of texts such as film is that:
The texts are generally analyzed in and for themselves, without reference to
the aims and resources of those who produce them, on the one hand, or the
ways in which they are used and understood by those who receive them on the
other. (Thompson, 1995, pp. 37-38)
I take pains to counter such problems by combining concepts from the disciplines of
sociology and communications to describe the viewing experience itself in an admit
tedly generalized manner. Specifically, I do not carry out any observations of film
spectators in this thesis. However, mediated quasi-interaction is a highly structured
activity. As such, I argue that my own mediated quasi-interactions with these texts
were never a unique experience unto me nor could they ever be in my subsequent
viewing of them.
To state otherwise, I find mediated quasi-interaction flawed for lack of a
5
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better term. Moreover, I cannot claim that a particular horror series articulates the
flaws of this interaction without giving a description of its context. Therefore, in the
literature review, I piece together an in-depth description of the film viewing experi
ence itself as a structured practical-activity. Furthermore, I will argue that this type
of practical-activity was on the rise during the span of time in which the seven films
of this series were produced (1984-1994).
I also argue that the monitoring of one's own monitoring (viewing) is what
ultimately becomes taken for granted and presupposed, and it is therefore the key
element of the problematic characteristic (i.e., the fundamental break described by
Thompson) of the film viewing experience itself as a form of mass communication.
That is to say, the spectators are (in)-active agents to a certain degree. I am by no
means attempting to support what is deemed in the literature as "the myth of the pas
sive recipient." Thompson describes this myth as:
The idea that the recipients of media messages are passive onlookers who sim
ply absorb what flashes before them on the screen, or what obtrudes from the
page, is a myth that bears no resemblance to the actual character of appropria
tion as an ongoing process of understanding and interpretation, of discussion,
appraisal and incorporation. (Thompson, 1990, p. 25)
I am aware that the spectators are indeed engaged in a process (i.e., the film viewing
experience) that entails many complexities (such as interpretation) in which they must
be active and alert to carry out. However, to argue as I do, that spectators take their
actions for granted, is wholly different from saying that those spectators are uncon
scious of their actions. To state otherwise, when engaged in the film viewing experi
ence the spectators' focal point is not themselves but rather the screen. That is not to
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say they are unaware of themselves or what they are doing, but. rather that they them
selves are not the emphasis of their attention.
I return to this argument in my description of the film viewing activity. How
ever, keep in mind that the actions of the films' spectators are not a focus of inquiry
for this thesis but since they are integral to the metaphorical anxiety themes, for rea
sons described in the literature review, I feel I must address them at some level. What
I hope becomes clear in this description within the literature review is that the trou
blesome aspects of mediated quasi-interaction arise due to the fact that human-to
human interaction becomes downplayed and the interaction between a human and a
machine becomes privileged. I see this false interaction as being in conflict with our
basic human needs to physically nurture and express or in other words to corporeally
communicate.
Therefore, I focus on scenes of conflict because they represent allegories of
the alienation experienced by humans due to their loss of physical interaction with
one another to some degree. Therefore, these scenes cut to the heart of the matter.
More specifically, the pseudo-ontic directions taken by the main characters during
these are my primary foci of inquiry because, as will be demonstrated, these direc
tions help lend ideological significance to the articulated themes themselves.

OBJECTIVE AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
I intend to use this thesis as a springboard for my future research, perhaps my
dissertation, which may adhere to parts of Thompson's methodological framework of
depth hermeneutics. This methodological framework has three phases. One of the
phases constitutes a reconstruction of the social-historical conditions and contexts in
which the symbolic forms are produced, circulated and received.

Another phase

concerns a formal or discursive analysis of the symbolic forms. Finally, there is a
phase dealing with the interpretation (or re-interpretation) of the symbolic forms
(Thompson, 1990, pp. 277-291). As stated, in this thesis my main objective is to
carry out the discursive analysis phase. I will do this by using multiple methods and
deploying various theoretical constructs.
I feel the need to give an in depth description of the film viewing experience,
as well as some historical context, before analyzing how these films articulate the
troublesome aspects of this newly heightened interaction. However, these descrip
tions are themselves only starting points for the reconstruc�ion phase of social
historical conditions that, along with the re-interpretation phase, will inform my
future research. With that point in mind, I begin my literature review with a descrip
tion of the film viewing experience followed by a basis for social-historical context in
order to separate these two areas from my main methodological concern: the discur
sive analysis of conflict scenes within each of the series' seven films.
I achieve a large part of my analysis through my revision of a theoretical
8
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model found within James Russell's (1995) dissertation, Parts of Darkness: A Rescue
of the Modem Horror Film Genre through a Classification of its Monster Characters.
However, whereas Russell centers his model primarily on the concept of pseudo
ontological space, I expand upon it to incorporate a notion of pseudo-ontological time
as well. Also, I use this revised model to examine both the hero and heroine charac
ters, whereas Russell only examines the monster or villain characters. Part of my
reason for revising Russell's model is to achieve a philosophical dialectic which is an
approach taken in certain genre studies that I also discuss within the literature review.
I am sure the reader has noticed by now my reoccurring parenthetical phrases
that refer to later parts of this thesis, such as the literature review. At times I also use
such phrases to refer to prior parts, or sections, within the thesis. This is due to the
fact that I approach my academic work as an exploration of a question that interests
me. As such, oftentimes I do not adhere very closely to a particular theory or method
but rather adopt and revise concepts used within different theories and methodologies
along the way to aid me in my intellectual pursuits. Therefore, this theoretical frame
work section may appear brief to some. However, my use of parenthetical phrases is
meant to remind the reader that this is not all there is. I weave my theory and method
into every aspect of my research, as I believe every researcher should, and therefore I
find it difficult to pigeonhole them into concrete sections. Although I do my best in
making each section as straightforward as possible, I do not believe any section of
any piece of research is ever truly complete. That is my justification for using paren
thetical phrases in case a reader may like to know why I use them.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The Film Viewing Experience
A film is one example of what Pierre Bourdieu deems symbolic capital. That
is to say, a film is a "disguised form of physical 'economic' capital" (Bourdieu, 1998,
p. 183). When one considers films as a collectivity or body, they then become what
Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1966) call a common or social stock of
knowledge. As such, film, or more pointedly, the cinema, "supplies me with the typi
ficatory schemes required for the major routines of everyday life, not only the typifi
cations of others that have been discussed before, but typifications of all sorts of
events and experiences, both social and natural" (Berger & Luckmann, 1966, p. 43).
However, what is important to keep in mind is that films of popular cinema are usu
ally fictional and therefore the typifications they portray are, for the most part, fic
tional as well.
These fictional "typificatory schemes required for the major routines of every
day life" depend on repetition and reification since life is comprised of more than a
day. Taken in this light, James Carey's notion of the ritual view of communication,
versus that of a transmissions view, enhances our understanding of the film viewing
process as a type of ritual: "A ritual view of communication is directed not toward
the extension of messages in space but toward the maintenance of society in time; not
the act of imparting information but the representation of shared beliefs" (Carey,
10
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1988, p. 18). When incorporating this view into the study of films, the different ritu
alizing aspects of the film viewing experience itself become most important. This
includes not only the reification of messages and themes of the films, but the reified
positioning of the audience members as well. Reification is understood as:
the process of coming to believe that humanly created social forms are
natural, universal, and absolute things and as a result, that those social forms
do acquire those characteristics. The concept of reification implies that peo
ple believe that social structures are beyond their control and unchangeable.
This belief often comes to be a self-fulfilling prophecy. (Ritzer, 2000, p.169)
Perhaps the fact that horror films often spawn sequels makes them the ideal genre for
the examination of how reification takes place over an extended period of time
through mediated quasi-interaction.
However, it is also important to keep in mind that film and television indus
tries are totally dependent upon the consumption of the economic and material based
entities they transmit. They cannot survive without an audience to view them. Get
ting people to perpetually return to their local theaters and to their Lazy Boys is a
necessity. Therefore, the location and positioning of that audience becomes a key
element in order for the imposing and deploying of the said typifications to take
place.
One of Anthony Giddens' strengths is his realization that memory and percep
tion are very closely linked due to the fact that perception depends upon spatial and
temporal continuity and is organized via anticipatory schemata (Giddens, 1984, p.
46-47). Notice how his notion of anticipatory schemata parallels Berger's typifica
tory schemes. Similarly, Bourdieu substitutes the word scheme for the word(s) rule
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(and norm) "simply to indicate that it exists in a practical state in agents' practice and
not in their consciousness" (Bourdieu, 1998, p. 27). While in this practical state an
audience is a gathering of co-present agents engaging in unfocused interaction and/or
civil inattention with one another due to the fact that they are there primarily to
encounter a sort of pseudo-ontological security through face engagement with a film.
Some may wonder if mutual reflexive monitoring (i.e., the cogitating of one
self and those surrounding him or her) is at least lessened if not at a minimum during
the ritualistic encounter with a movie/television screen.

I myself ponder if this

(slight?) loss of reflexive monitoring is due to the reified positioning of audience
members who perpetually place themselves in a type of back region as opposed to the
literal front region of the action taking place on the screen. As Thompson stresses,
the viewing of media products is indeed a situated, routine, practical activity
(Thompson, 1995, pp. 38-39). However, this does not imply that the activity of the
audience members is wholly "passive."
Perhaps the best way to comprehend the reflexive monitoring of oneself is by
articulating the opposite (i.e., monitoring one's own act of monitoring). For instance,
in The Imaginary Signifier, Christian Metz (1982) describes his monitoring of the
monitoring process while in face engagement with a movie screen:
It is I who am perceiving all this, that this perceived-imaginary material is
deposited in me as if on a second screen, that it is in me that it forms up into
an organized sequence, that therefore I am myself the place where this really
perceived imaginary accedes to the symbolic by its inauguration as the signi
fier of a certain type of institutionalized social activity called the 'cinema'. (p.
48-49)
Metz' s description, which for him is an expounding of his psychoanalytic theory, for
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me, is a perfect example of what viewers largely take for granted while viewing
films: their own monitoring of themselves. If (popular-American) film is truly used
as an escapist-medium, then viewers cannot monitor their monitoring process, for
that would defeat the purpose of the experience altogether.
Of course, there are inherent dangers in not monitoring one's monitoring.
Some may argue that the repetition and reification of the structural properties of such
media have the potential to colonize the (collective) mind. Undoubtedly, the theoreti
cal framework one needs to understand this ritualized-internalization process has a
key social psychological component. C. Wright Mills deemed this process "a sort of
psychological illiteracy that is facilitated by the media" (Mills, 1956, p. 311). How
ever, it is not the point of this thesis to debate this assertion, but the reader needs to at
least be aware of the complicating factors involved in the process of audience recep
tion.
By now I hope it is apparent that in situations such as the film viewing experi
ence audience members are situated in such a position as to not monitor their activi
ties (i.e., their monitoring process) but rather to focus on the screen. This implies that
they achieve a collective identity through their restricted and repeated activity. Per
haps this is not "identity" at all. Perhaps what is taking place is recognition through
ritual. In Character and Emotional Responses in the Cinema, Murry Smith (1994)
articulates this notion by suggesting that recognition is "based on the concept of
continuity, not unity or identity" (p. 40, italics mine).
Recognition implies that audience members are conscious of the make-
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believe characters' activities within the film(s), as well as the consequences and
negative sanctions that result from such artificial-actions, while at the same time
taking their own (in)-actions for granted. This begs the question: Do viewers have to
identify with make-believe characters to recognize and internalize the consequences
of those characters' artificial-actions? I do not attempt to provide an answer to this
question within this thesis. However, I assume that, for the most part, audience
members intend to pay attention to the screen, which is meant to: "distract (them)
and obscure (their) chance to understand (themselves) or (their) world, by fastening
(their) attention upon artificial frenzies that are resolved within the program frame
work" (Mills, 1956, p. 315, pronoun substitution mine). In this light, film audiences
are comparable to the occupants of the cave in Plato's Republic (1992) who are
shackled and highly restricted of bodily movement. They can only look straight
ahead at the lively shadows on the wall. Of course, no one is tying the audience
members to their seats and prying their eyes open like Burgess' Alex in A Clockwork
Orange (1962). Nor are they passive recipients, as the myth would have it. How
ever, the spectators do engage in an (in)-active, situated, routine-practice.
Mills believed that during the transformation of our public into a mass we
would find ourselves sunk in our routines due to certain characteristics of mass
media. These characteristics of his included: (a) fewer people expressing their opin
ions than receiving them, (b) inability to answer back adequately, (c) control over
"channels of action" by authorities, and (d) the mass having no autonomy from insti
tutions (Mills, 1956, p. 304). In a similar light Marshall McLuhan asserted that the
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one thing the fish is unaware of is the water. Our global village, as McLuhan deemed
it, is submerged in communication. Our ritual acts of communication go unrealized
because their function is as automatic as the function of gills on a fish. Ultimately,
the film viewing experience to date lies in the realm of practice and not forced
attention per se.
As stated, Thompson deems this viewing-practice as a practical activity
(Thompson, 1995, p. 39). Perhaps the result of this practical activity is best encapsu
lated by the term practical-distraction, since it is assumed that the audience members
do not often realize the practice itself It may therefore result· in learned ignorance.
For instance, Bourdieu (1998) states:
The explanation agents may provide of their own practice, thanks to quasi
theoretical reflection on their practice, conceals, even from their own eyes, the
true nature of their practical mastery, i.e. that it is learned ignorance, a mode
of practical knowledge not comprising knowledge of its own principales. (p.
19, italics mine)
Perhaps the anticipatory/typificatory schemata (i.e., the artificial-activity) of the
make-believe character(s) act as the audience members' quasi-theoretical reflection.
If so, what they learn then is ignorance because it is not true or real in the first place,
it is at best a pretension.
Undoubtedly things such as the privatizing of peoples' mediated experiences
and the one-way stream of information into their private domains affect them drastic
ally. They are cut off from their public/community environs and slowly drowned by
such mediated information. If people are now like fish, as McLuhan suggests, they
are simultaneously out of the water and dead in the water at the same time. That is to
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say, they are increasingly separated (in time and space) from their public/community,
and yet they still inactively engage within it through technologies of mediated and
mediated quasi-interaction.
Film is just one of the mediums of mass communication that helps to create
this inactivity or practical-distraction, as I call it, which is a d_rastic form of aliena
tion. In modem times, people were "alienated not only from the product and the
tools of their labor, but from any understanding of the structure and the processes of
production" (Mills, 1956, p. 322). When viewing Thompson's fundamental break in
a similar light, it is apparent that post-modern audiences are not only alienated from
the product around which they interact, but also, to an undetermined extent, from the
interaction itself due to a minimal existence of mutual reflexive monitoring.
The Height of Mediated Quasi-Interaction
Through my above description of the film viewing experience, one begins to
see how the experience itself involves a certain type of interaction. In The Media and
Modernity, Thompson (1995) outlines three types of interaction and their distinguish
ing characteristics: (1) face-to-face, (2) mediated, and (3) mediated quasi-interaction.
The distinguishing characteristics of these three types of interaction are based around
such factors as: space-time constitution (its context), range of symbolic cues (wide or
narrow), action orientation (towards specific or many nonspecific others), and its dia
logical (two-way) or monological (one-way) character (Thompson, 1995, pp. 81-87).
For Thompson's summation of these forms and their characteristics, see Table 1.
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Table 1
Three Types of Interaction
Interactional
characteristics

Mediated
interaction

Face-to-face
interaction

Mediated
quasi-interaction

Space-time
constitution

Context of copresence; shared
spatial-temporal
reference system

Separation of
contexts;
extended
availability in
time and space

Separation of
contexts;
extended
availability in
time and space

Range of
symbolic
cues

Multiplicity of
symbolic cues

Narrowing of
the range of
symbolic cues

Narrowing of
the range of
symbolic cues

Action
orientation

Oriented
towards
specific
others

Oriented
towards
specific
others

Oriented
towards an
indefinite
range of
potential
recipients

Dialogical/
monological

Dialogical

Dialogical

Monological

Source: Thompson, J.B. (1995). The media and modernity: A social theory of the
media (p. 85, bold mine). Stanford, California: Stanford University Press.
Whether interaction involves a movie screen or a TV screen, the form of
interaction that the film viewing experience takes is mediated quasi-interaction. I
will argue that as this type of interaction became heightened, so did its distinguish
ing/problematic characteristics.

For instance, just as Freddy intruded into Tina's

home by coming after her through her nightmares, HBO intruded into my own home
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to reach me with its mass-produced stories. This intrusion occurred within many
homes across America during the 1980s when certain communications technologies,
such as pay-cable programming, became prevalent. The occurrence was indeed an
"intursion" because during this type of interaction: "the recipients of media messages
are not so much partners in a reciprocal process of communicative exchange but
rather participants in a structured process of symbolic transmission" (Thompson,
1995, p. 25). Therefore, my anxiety theme of "intrusion into the private realm(s)"
parallels the monological character of mediated quasi-interaction (i.e., its one-way
flow of media messages).
As stated, HBO and the institution of TV did not orient its "attack" toward me
specifically during the 1980s but rather toward a broad range of potential recipients.
This growing and wide reaching audience orientation became a cause for concern for
certain elite or important people:

"The visual appearance of political leaders ...

becomes an important feature of their self-presentation before audiences who are
remote in space and who can see without being seen" (Thompson, 1995, p. 137).
Therefore, my metaphorical anxiety theme of "the proficiency of visibility" parallels
this orientation characteristic at the level of a power struggle in which an individual
must maintain power and control over his or her own visible appearance.
Furthermore, companion-inventions of the TV such as the VCR and pay-cable
programming helped facilitate not only the availability of media messages in time
and space but also the separation of contexts between production and reception.
Therefore, one no longer had to be at or in a particular temporal/spatial point, or
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common local, to witness a public event. My anxiety theme of "the death or loss of
co-presence" parallels this type of separation of contexts during mediated quasi
interaction.
Also, mediated quasi-interaction "involves a certain narrowing of symbolic
cues in comparison with face-to-face interaction" (Thompson, 1995, p. 84). This
point parallels my anxiety theme of "the breakdown of the public/community" in
which more and more people retreat from the public realm and into their private
domains. Thompson gives more precise definitions of the public and private dichot
omy when he states:
What is public ...is what is visible or observable, what is performed in front of
spectators, what is open for all (or many) to see or hear or hear about; what is
private, by contrast, is what is hidden from view. (Thompson, 1995, p. 123)
Furthermore, it is important to remember that some believe the technological
advancement of print media gave birth to "mediated publicness" and it was later car
ried on by the creation of the telegraph and the telephone. Indeed, some believe
"mediated publicness" emerged much earlier then that. Technologies of mediated
quasi-interaction share with these older technologies such aspects as a breaking-down
of space-time constitution and an ever-narrowing range of symbolic cues (refer back
to Table 1). Hence, TV, cable and the VCR did not create this new type of "public
ness," but rather heightened it.
Surely the introduction and rapid growth of TV's companion-inventions have
played a key role in heightening this new form of publicness as they sprung up rather
quickly.

Cable TV (beginning with HBO, and later followed by Cinemax and
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Showtime) came out in the early 70s and took off during the 80s:
The National Cable Television Association reported that cable subscriptions
had grown from 14.1 million homes at the end of1979 to 17.7 at the end of
1980, with the figures projected to be 20.6 by the end of1981. .. this kind of
growth was the result ofcable operators' getting franchises to build exclusive
cable systems in hundreds of cities and towns around the country. (Mair,
1988, pp. 39-40)
An overlapping trend during the decade ofthe 80s was the development and growth
ofbetamax units and VCRs: "As ofOctober 1985, Home Video Publisher reported
there were 21 million homes with VCR units, up 6 million from the year before. By
October 1986, that figure had grown to more than 26 million" (Mair, 1988, p. 143).
It is plain to see that the availability of films for consumption, as well as the act of
consuming them, had dramatically increased during this time p�riod. "In 1987, home

video was the largest single source of money for the Hollywood studios" (Mair, 1988,
p. 152).
Stories as a Link Between Film Spectators and Their Culture
In Whose Keeper?: Social Science and Moral Obligation, Alan Wolfe (1989)
states: "When cultures work well, they do so by uniting members ofa group around a
set ofcommon stories that define their identity" (p. 94). As displayed above, during
the 70s and 80s, Americans have witnessed the emergence ofmany new mechanical
storytellers. Through these technological advances the film industry brings its many
different stories out of the theater and into homes across America. Of course, the
people comprising the mass audience for this industry are not solely defined by such
mass-produced stories. People may even resist such influences by turning off their
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TVs, not subscribing or unsubscribing to cable services. "Signing up for a service
and then dropping it a short time later is called churning, and it is a problem that has
plagued cable TV from its earliest days. Yet, even with churning, HBO was grow
ing" (Mair, 1988, p. 11).
Symbolic interactionists such as William Isaac Thomas note that "individuals
have the power to ignore the stimulus," and that, "people's (own) definitions of the
.
situations have behavioral consequences" (in Wallace & Wolfe [Eds.], 1999, p. 194).
However, my own experience displays, exemplifies how difficult it is to ignore stim
ulus from a movie. As Wolfe stresses, stories can and do act as links between indi
viduals and their culture. This closely parallels Bourdieu's concept of a habitus that
links the sociological notions of agency and structure. As Bourdieu states, "it is the
habitus ...which accomplishes practically the relating of these two systems of rela
tions, in and through the production of practice" (Bourdieu, 1998, p. 78).
In attempting to dodge the problematic of (false-Jun-) consciousness,
Bourdieu emphasizes practice to describe the production and reproduction of regular
ities. To answer the question I put forth in my introduction, my viewing of horror
films during my childhood, in the 80s, was by no means a umque expenence.
Indeed, if the sheer number of sequels to certain horror series during this time period
are any indication of their popularity, then viewing them had become more than a
past time per se. It had become a practice for many. Films are very expensive to
make, and producers would not fund a sequel if without a target audience already out
there who, after responding favorably to the previous films, would anticipate the
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commg of another sequel.

Incidentally, there are six sequels to the original A

Nightmare on Elm Street.
The Practice ofViewing Horror
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the horror genre is its attractiveness.
What attracts people to fictional yet vile monsters and mass murderers? While exa
mining the persistence of the horror genre in his book The Philosophy of Horror or
Paradoxes ofthe Heart, Noel Carroll (1990) came to this conclusion:
Horror, a genre which may typically only command a limited following - due
to its basic powers ofattraction - can command mass attention when its icon
ography and structures are deployed in such a way that they articulate the
widespread anxiety oftimes ofstress. (p. 214)
Simply stated, according to Carroll, the function of iconography and structure in hor
ror films is to articulate a genuine anxiety of the genre's audience. That articulation
is the link between the individuals comprising the mass audience and that audience's

culture.
What this habitus reveals is that, as a ten-year-old boy, I did not identify with
the filthy-fictional child murderer, Freddy Krueger. However, in Murry Smith's
(1994) terms, I did recognize the types ofanxieties other characters in the films faced
due to the threat Freddy posed. Furthermore, Bourdieu (1998, p. 82) states that a
habitus is a system ofdispositions that relies on the principles ofcontinuity and regu
larity. It appears that continuity (reification achieved through repetition) in and dur
ing practice is an important feature ofthe filmic-habitus' articulations.
Recall James Carey's (1988) notion of the ritual view of communications.
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The ritual of the film viewing experience does not maintain society simply by repro
ducing a great number of films which all share similar formal/contextual aspects and
themes. Some may argue that a mass audience engaging in the practice of viewing
such an amalgamation of films "can come to believe, or at least not question, the
films' ideological messages/themes due, in large part, to the habituated nature of the
practice. Such a claim is indeed beyond the scope of this thesis. I will only analyze
the transmission aspect of the said practice (i.e., the sending/conveying or in other
words articulating, of particular messages/themes within the series through the repeti
tion of certain aspects of iconography such as the pseudo-ontological status of the
characters).
However, it is imperative to keep in mind that this transmission aspect takes
place within the broader social ritual-practice of the (horror) film viewing experience.
A researcher analyzing texts of mass communication must address both aspects, even
when focusing on one over the other, because they form a dialectic and therefore are
integral. Carey himself suggests this dialectical relationship when he states: "One
cannot understand these (transmission) processes aright except insofar as they are
cast within an essentially ritualistic view of communication and social order" (1988,
pp. 21-22, italics mine). Some sociologists, such as Jack D. Douglas (1971), share, at
some level, Carey's belief in the impact of ritual on social order:

The problem of social order is essentially the problem of producing some

sharedness of meanings and some coordination of the activities of the mem

bers of any society sufficient to allow them to achieve what they consider to
be adequate gratification of their needs and desires through their everyday
lives. (p. 3, bold mine)
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Transmitting the Threat
As Arthur Asa Berger points out "audiences develop certain expectations for
genres based on viewing texts and figuring out (decoding) their conventions" (1992,
p.44). After seeing enough films of a particular type one begins to recognize what I
call the continuity of iconography. For instance, when a movie hero rides a horse,
wears a cowboy hat and boots (complete with spurs), and brandishes a Colt .45, the
audience comes to realize that they are watching a Western. That is, they recognize
the continuity of "Western" film iconography if the viewing of Westerns was ever
incorporated into their prior experience with film. Of course, they may also recog
nize such iconography from other forms of communication both mediated and face
to-face (for instance, from talking to people who have read Western novels or who
have seen Western films).
Furthermore, in The Idea of Genre in American Cinema, Ed Buscombe
(1970) argues that the iconic aspects of the Western, such as costumes, settings, etc.,
act as formal elements that predispose that genre towards certain themes. Also, in his
work Horizons West, Jim Kitses (1969) works more closely with thematic analysis to
create a philosophical dialectic by placing..."in tabular form a series of opposed
values and ideas which, for him, identify the essential focus of thematic concerns for
the Western" (Hutchings, 1995, p. 69). See Table 2 for the details of his philosophi
cal dialectic. I incorporate a revised description of this notion of a philosophical dia
lectic in the methodology section.
All kinds (i.e., different genres) of films have the ability to carry a particular
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Table 2
The Philosophical Dialectic for the Western
THE WILDERNESS

CIVILIZATION

The Individual

The Community

freedom
honour
self-knowledge
integrity
self-interest
solipsism

restriction
institutions
illusion
compromise
social responsibility
democracy·

Nature

Culture

purity
expenence
empmc1sm
pragmatism
brutalization
savagery

corruption
knowledge
legalism
idealism
refinement
humanity

The West

The East

America
the frontier
equality
agranamsm
tradition
the past

Europe
America
class
industrialism
change
the future

Source: Kitses, J. (1969). Horizons west, p. 11. London: Thames and Hudson.
ideological message. Perhaps mediated quasi-interaction with film is the ideal pro
cess by which reification can take place and go unrealized. This happens through the
reoccurring position of the audience members, in conjunction with the transmission

of a large number of sequels and the extended or drawn-out use of iconography that
accompanies it. This parallels Giddens' notion of routinization, which he defines as:
"The habitual, taken-for-granted character of the vast bulk of the activities of day-to
day social life; the prevalence of familiar styles and forms of conduct, both support
ing and supported by a sense of ontological security" (1984, p. 376). By analyzing
only the films as texts this study does not pretend to know what goes on in the spec
tators' minds. However, by creating philosophical dialectics for the conflict scenes in
each film, the prevalence of the four anxiety is displayed, and their routinized char
acter (i.e., their taken-for-grantedness) is uncovered, over the complete span of the
senes.
I operationally define this concept of routinization as continuity in the method
section. This concept is analogous to Murry Smith's (1994) concept of recognition,
only on a broader scale. Therefore, my thesis concerns the repetition and continuous
deploy-ment of the four metaphorical anxiety themes over the span of the series. As
for the messages put forth through the iconography of the characters within these
films, most horror films tend to display: "an antagonistic relationship between what
is perceived as normal... and an abnormal antagonist most often represented in the
character of the monster; itself often representing an 'inversion' or reversal of those
features associated with its normal counterparts" (Russell, 1995, p. 13). Undoubtedly
some aspects of sociology are concerned with identifying "norms" and the stigmatiz
ing of anyone or anything that does not fit those norms. Therefore, it is safe to say
that most of the monster/villains in horror films do not fit the mold of America's only
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unblushing person that Goffman (1997) describes as: "a young, married, white,
urban, northern, heterosexual, Protestant father of college education, fully employed,
of good complexion, weight and height, and a recent record in sports" (p. 78). How
ever, analyzing horror films by stating that the monster or villain is just the anti-norm
oversimplifies the issue.
Surely, monsters and villains do fill this mold of anti-norm. However, their
essence is more than that. These characters do not provoke anxiety simply by just
not fitting all or most of the normal qualities outlined by Goffman. It is how they
threaten that norm which fills them with meaning. This idea is found within Robin
Wood's (1979) An Introduction to the Modern American Horror Film through his
basic formula, "normality is threatened by the monster." Therefore, the dramatic
functions and iconic anxiety-producing aspects of the Freddy character must be
understood not just as the anti-norm, but additionally in terms of a "threat to the
norm" (i.e., his attack on, or conflict with, the normal characte�s). A more concrete
analysis of a monster or villain character's threat to the normal character(s) must take
into account the monster/villain's willful actions that are intended to harm the normal
characters in some way.
Classifying the Threat
As stated earlier, the main theoretical model that this analysis draws heavily
upon is found within James Russell's dissertation in which he identifies his central
aim as attempting:

a manageable reconstitution of the beleaguered horror film genre; to provide a
clear and workable map through which this film genre may be defined primar
ily through the function of the single element which sets the horror genre apart
from all others: its monsters. (1995, pp. 2-3)
Towards this aim, Russell adopts a Venn diagram as a theoretical-taxonomic model
rather thai:i a tree diagram or a laundry list approach. These "simple list approaches,"
as Russell calls them, are dominant in the literature on film-monster taxonomy and
are usually based around a combination of visual elements and/or thematic or narra
tive conventions (refer to Russell, 1995, pp. 532-551 for a list of these works).
On the other hand, Russell uses the three concentric circles of the Venn dia
gram to represent three main types of monsters: Deviant, Supernatural, and Para
natural (see Figure 1). Moreover, he bases these three main categories upon the
monsters' pseudo-ontological state of being. Russell uses the concept of pseudo-

D = DEVIANT; S = SUPERNATURAL; P = PARANATURAL
Figure 1. The Three Main Categories of Monster Types Organized in a Venn-Style
Diagram.
Source:

Russell, D. J. (1995). Parts of darkness: A rescue of the modern Horror
film genre through a classification of its monster characters, p. 51. UMI
Dissertation Services (UMI Microform No. 9610425).
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ontic reality to refer to: "all elements and events in (fiction) films which bare the pos
sibility, however superficially bizarre or remote, of being potentially encountered in
any living person's actual past or present lived experience" (1995, p. 32, italics
mine). With the aid of this definition, Russell designates the monster and villain
characters' possibility in the following manner: [D]=possible, [S]=impossible and
[P]=improb-able (see Figure 2).
Also, in relation to the monster/villain's threat to the normal characters, the
three main monster/villain types are classified as follows. Russell classifies a deviant
character as being "possible" (i.e., mortal and subject to natural laws), and through its
abnormal behavior (such as mass murder). He distinguishes a supernatural character
by its differing modes of entry into the normal world/universe through unnatural

R
D

p

s

R = pseudo-ontic space of the Real; D = DEVIANT; S = SUPERNATURAL;
P = PARANATURAL
Figure 2. The Relationship of DEVIANT, SUPERNATURAL, and P ARANATU
RAL Groups to the Pseudo-Ontic Space of the Real.
Source:

Russell, D. J. (1995). Parts of darkness: A rescue of the modern Horror
film genre through a classification of its monster characters, p. 284. UMI
Dissertation Services (UMI Microform No. 9610425).
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means (such as magical powers, etc.). Finally, he describes a paranatural character as
falling somewhere in between the other two categories. A paranatural monster/villain
is "defined through a combination of its spatial point of origin (i.e., a parallel time,
part of the universe or dimension) or in its shape" (Russell, 1995, p. 290).
Furthermore, Russell breaks down the three main categories into subdivisions
to define characters with greater specificity. This is where he falls prey to the same
methodological unwieldiness as the prior researchers he critiqued for engaging in
"simple list approaches." Russell's subdivisions include: subcategories, which refer
to general characteristics (such as numerical count, modes of entry, locus of origin,
etc.), species, which address more specific characteristics such as monster shape and
villain personality, and variations, which describe the monster's appearance and
attributes in yet even greater detail (Russell, 1995, p. 41).
Since these subdivisions are so numerous, it would be too time consuming to
go into great detail about each one here. However, Russell finds the character of
Freddy so complex (that is to say Freddy is endowed with many attributes from dif
ferent categories) that he had a hard time caging Freddy into any one category. In
deed, as Russell explains, Freddy single-handedly jeopardized the whole taxonomy:
"Though the multiple taxonomic crossovers of the Freddie (sic) character certainly
show some consistency ... he still tends to wander potentially willy-nilly over the
entire taxonomic classification system as so far conceived; good for Freddie but bad
for the taxonomy" (Russell, p. 421, italics is meant to highlight Russell's misspelling
of Freddie which actually ends in "y" and not "ie"). One of the main ways Russell
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attempts to resolve such a "crossover" problem is by developing the concept of
"hybrid" characters. He then places these hybrid characters into overlapping main
category areas of the Venn diagram (refer back to Figure 1).
Before giving a listing of Russell's subcategories (see Table 3), I give his
breakdown of the labels for each main category and subcategory in progressive order
(the summation for his breakdown is found in Russell, 1995, p. 41). In this break
down the numerals (I, II, III) refer to the main categories. The upper case letters (A,
B, C) refer to subcategories or subgroups within the main categories. Furthermore,
the numbers (1, 2, 3) refer to species or minor groups within the subcategories.
Lastly, the lower case letters (a, b, c) refer to variations within the species subgroups.
Also, Russell uses a greater than symbol (>) to display the hybrid characters
in the list. A hybrid character is a monster or villain that displays traits from both
categories, with traits from the first category (letter) being the more prominent. Also,
the (=) symbol represents a hybrid category Russell labels as "combinations" occur
ring when a monster or villain character obtains relatively equal traits from all three
main categories (deemed "mix-ups"), or if a film contains more than one monster or
villain character with different pseudo-ontological origins (deemed "monster rallies")
(Russell, 1995, pp. 489-497). The (*) symbol represents the "absence" category.
This category occurs when a monster or villain character is a fantasy of a film's main
character (deemed "hallucinations"), or when there is no monster or villain per se, but
the film's abnormality is conveyed through mise-en-scene in general (deemed
"Manque Monster" films)(Russell, 1995, pp. 498-508).
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Table 3
Main and Subcategory Labels of the Complete
Taxonomic System for the Horror Genre
I.
I.A.
I.A 1.
I.A.2.
I.A.3.
I.B.
I.B.1.
I.B.3.
I.B.3.
I.C.
I.C.1.
I.C.2.
I.C.3.
II.
II.A.
II.A 1.
II.A. l.a.
II.A.Lb.
II.A.2.
II.A.3.
H.B.
II.B.1.
II.B.2.
II.B.3.
II.B.3.a.
II.B.3.b.
11.C.
II.C.1.
II.C.1.a.
II.C.1.b.
II.C.2.
II.C.3.
III.
III.A.
III.A 1.
III.A.2.
III.A.2.a.
111.A.2.b.

DEVIANT (MAIN CATEGORY)
SINGLE DEVIANT
LUSTMORD
ROBOT
SADIST
GROUP DEVIANT (OR FERAL FAMILY)
CRIMINAL FAMILY
DEGENERATE FAMILY
NEOPRIMITIVE FAMILY
DEVIANT NATURE
SINGLE (OR LONE SHARK)
SWARM
TEAM (OR FOLLOW THE LEADER)
SUPERNATURAL (MAIN CATEGORY)
INVADERS
POSSESSION
POSSESSION: PEOPLE
POSSESSION: THINGS
EMERGENCE (OR PRESSURE DROP)
INTERLOPERS
CABAL
CONTRACTS
APOCALYPSE NOW
DR/OR RELIGION
DEVIANT RELIGION
OTHER RELIGION
ACCIDENT
NECROMANCY
NECROMANCY: GHOSTS
NECROMANCY: STIFFS
SPELLS/EVIL OBJECTS (OR BREAK ON THROUGH)
PLACES (OR EVIL HOUSES/EVIL PLACES)
PARANATURAL (MAIN CATEGORY)
TERRESTRIAL
GENETIC
CORPORATE (OR MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX)
CORPORATE: MILITARY
CORPORATE: INDUSTRIAL
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Table 3--Continued

ill.A.3.
ill.A.3.a.
III.A.3.b.
III.A.3.c.
ill.B.
III.B.1.
III.B.1.a.
III.B.1.b.
III.B.2.
III.B.2.a.
III.B.2.b.
III.B.3.
III.C.
III.C.1.
III.C.2.
III.C.3.
>
D>S
D>P
S>D
S>P
P>D
P>S

=
*

EXPERIMENT (OR MAD DOCTOR)
EXPERIMENT:FUSION
EXPERIMENT:FISSION
EXPERIMENT:PLAGUE
EXTRATERRESTRIAL/EXTRATEMPORAL
AI (OR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE)
AI:CYBORGS
AI:COMPUTERS
BEM (OR BUG-EYED MONSTERS)
BEM: INVADERS
BEM: POSSESSORS
EXTRATERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE (OR KILLER ETS)
OTHERDIMENSIONAL (OR LOVECRAFTIAN)
SNARKS
GARGOYLES
OLD ONES
HYBRID CATEGORIES
DEVIANT/SUPERNATURAL (OR DELUSIONALS)
DEVIANT/PARANATURAL (OR TERRATA)
SUPERNATURAL/DEVIANT (OR SUPERSLASHERS)
SUPERNATURAL/PARANATURAL (OR GREMLINS)
PARANATURAL/DEVIANT (OR TOXICS)
PARANATURAL/SUPERNATURAL (OR SHAPESHIFTERS)
COMBINATION (OR MONSTER RALLYS & MIX-UPS)
ABSENCE (OR MANQUE MONSTERS & HALLUCINATIONS)

Source: Russell, D. J. (1995). Parts of darkness: A rescue of the modern Horror
film genre through a classification of its monster characters, pp. 42-44.
UMI Dissertation Services (UMI Microform No. 9610425).
Russell's adoption of the Venn diagramming approach to taxonomy, and more
specifically, his development of the overlapping areas of its concentric circles as
"hybrid zones" are the major strengths of his work. This is due to the fact that the
hybrid zones themselves allow for the inevitable change that springs up from time to
time in regards to the character conventions of horror films. However, Russell does
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not carry this aspect of his model through to its full potential. For instance, in the end
Russell pigeonholes Freddy to a single hybrid category: that of the "superslasher"
(S>D), even though he recognizes the fact that Freddy runs amuck willy-nilly through
different subcategories within each main category division.
I view the "static" approach that Russell applies to the freedom granting
aspect of his model, an aspect that most methodological and theoretical models lack
(i.e., a means to account for change), as shortsightedness. Monster and villain char
acters may gain or lose some powers or traits placing them within different pseudo
ontological categories within different films. Indeed, the monster or villain character
may change pseudo-ontological status within a single film and even within a single
scene. Perhaps Russell's concern for "rescuing," or defining the horror genre caused
him to overlook the ability of his model to track these kinds of changes.
One of my goals is to "rescue" the uniqueness of Russell's model; specifically
by rebuilding its ability to account for change in the pseudo-ontological status of the
characters. Furthermore, I focus only on scenes of conflict in the Nightmare series in
order to analyze how Freddy threatens the normal pseudo-ontological status of the
other characters. I explain this goal and its focus more fully in the following metho
dology section.

METHODOLOGY
Identifying Scenes of Conflict
I chose the main characters' pseudo-ontic directions during scenes of conflict
as my primary unit of analysis. However, due to the frequent shifting of locations
within films, not just in terms of pseudo-ontic time or space but also in actual set
locations, it is oftentimes very difficult to identify where a sc�ne ends and where it
begins. Luckily, with the advent of DVDs (digital video discs), videos in this format
often come with more information access about the videos (films) themselves. What
I am calling information access takes the form of such technological features as com
mentary by, and talent biographies about, the creators of the film such as the directors
and the stars. These technological features are accessed through a menu screen that
is displayed on the TV once the DVD is placed within the DVD player itself. Differ
ent features are selected using the player's remote control.
This constitutes a great research advantage due to the fact that I own the
Nightmare on Elm Street DVD "box set," which not only includes all seven of the

films in the series but also provides a great deal of informatioh access on each one.
For instance, each Nightmare DVD's technological features include scene access, as
well as "jump to a nightmare" scene access. These features allow the creators of the
films to "outline" where they want each scene to begin. Moreover, these features
allow the viewer to start the film at the beginning of any scene they choose. This
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alleviates the need to subjectively decide when a scene starts and stops, allowing for
easier replication of the research.
In particular, the "jump to a nightmare" scene access allows the viewer to
start at the beginning of each scene within which a main character's nightmare takes
place. When these scenes are over, the DVD automatically· returns to the menu
screen so that the viewer can choose what scene he or she wants to view next. These
scenes represent the conflict scenes of the films because they are the scenes in which
the main characters encounter and combat Freddy. However, these scenes do not
take place solely within a dream state (B). More often than not, each scene takes
place within many different pseudo-ontic locales. For a breakdown of the number of
scenes, as well as the number of "jump to a nightmare" scenes within each of the
seven films, see Table 4.
Table 4
The Number of Scenes and the Number of "Nightm�re" Scenes
Within Each of the Seven Films of the Nightmare Series
Film#

# of Scenes

# of Nightmare Scenes

1

25
26
31
27
23
23
19

9
10
7
10
8
12
11

174

67

2

3
4

5

6
7
TOTAL:
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Coding and Quantifying the Data
I give a brief synopsis for each film in the findings section. The synopses
should lend some dimension to the seven coding tables that follow them by providing
the reader with some grounding for "who's who" name-wise within each table. Fur
thermore, both the synopses and the coding tables are preceded by their film's title
and year of release so that the reader can more easily match them. Each of the coding
tables consists of six columns. The first column identifies the "jump to a nightmare"
scene number for each scene under examination for any given film. The second
column displays the names, in rows, of the characters present within the scene at
hand. The remaining four columns are used to track when a character experiences
one of the four metaphorical anxiety themes: (1) lack of co-presence, (2) the break
down of the public/community, (3) intrusion into the private, and (4) the proficiency
of visibility.
When a character does experience one of the four themes, an X is put in that
character's row within the column for that particular theme. I now expound upon
how I identify a character displaying/articulating any of the four metaphorical anxiety
themes, and likewise, I count them as doing so. Hopefully my operational definitions
are concise enough to allow others to see why I drew my conclusions in regards to
counting certain character's actions in congruence with particular anxiety themes.
Furthermore, one should keep in mind that I only keep track of the actions of main
characters. A main character is operationally defined as a character played by an
actor or actress whose name appears in the beginning credits of the film. Film seven,
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Wes Craven 's New Nightmare, is an exception to this rule since the credits only occur
at the end of the film. Therefore, the main characters of this film are chosen as being
those actors and actresses whose names are singled out by appearing alone rather
than in combination with the names of other cast and crew members.
The articulation of "the breakdown of the public/community" anxiety theme
takes place when a main character dies at the hands of Freddy. This occurs within a
scene of conflict and results in the loss of a member from the cohort of main charac
ters. When a main character dies in this manner, an X is put in his or her row under
the column: BREAKDOWN. Also, it is not uncommon for dead characters to reap
pear later in the film, for instance, as a ghost. When this happens, I put the name of
the character in brackets [ ] within the coding table. However, I do not keep track of
any further anxiety theme articulation expressed by these characters. Since those
main characters are already dead, Freddy no longer poses a threat to them.
Similarly, when characters appear as part of a flashback sequence (i.e., a
sequence that took place during an earlier part of the film), I do not keep track of
their articulations since I already recorded them during their original occurrence.
However, flashback sequences are not the same as sequences that obtain back-story
(i.e., a sequence that gives insight to past events of a character's life not shown within
the film prior to this particular sequence). Therefore, I keep track of the characters'
articulations during those instances in which back-story is not included as part of a
flashback sequence.
If a character is alone during the duration of the scene and Freddy attacks
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him/her sometime therein, or if a character is separated from his or her group and
Freddy attacks that character while he or she is alone, this indicates a "lack of co
presence" since that character must fend for his or her self When a character is in a
situation that presents this operational definition, I put an X in his or her row under
the column: LACK/CO-PRESENCE. However, one should keep in mind that there
is no minimum amount of time in which a character is alone and experiences a lack
of co-presence during a conflict scene.
I only keep track of Freddy's articulation of the metaphorical anxiety theme
"intrusion into the private realm." This is due to the fact that Freddy usually willfully
intrudes into the dream world in order to seek and destroy the hero and heroine char
acters. Even though a few of the hero and heroine characters do "intrude" into differ
ent pseudo-ontic locations, they have a limited ability to do so, whereas for Freddy, it
is one of his abnormal, mystical powers. This parallels the ability of media conglom
erates to transmit their messages to target audiences that they painstakingly seek out.
Therefore, when Freddy willfully intrudes into a pseudo-ontic realm in order to seek
and destroy the hero and heroine characters, I put an X in the row under the column:
INTRUSION.
I operationally define "the proficiency of visibility" as being when Freddy
willfully changes his visual appearance through a physical metamorphosis that alters
most, if not all, of the size and/or shape of his body. When Freddy displays these
qualities I place an X in the row under the column: VISIBILITY. Keep in mind that
the key element for this articulation is the alteration of most of the size and/or shape
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of Freddy's body. For instance, this articulation does not include when Freddy's
fingers reappear after he cuts them off, a feat he accomplishes in more than one film,
because his fingers do not make up most of the size and/or shape of his body. How
ever, this articulation does include when Freddy's mouth and tongue morph out of a
telephone's mouthpiece, also a feat that appears in more than one film, because in
order to morph out of the telephone he has to be inside of it first. Therefore, such an
alteration affects most of the size and shape of Freddy's body in order to fit inside the
space that a telephone occupies.
It is true that only the Freddy character can articulate this anxiety theme
according to my operational definition; however, this is what I intended. Keep in
mind that the anxiety theme "proficiency of visibility" parallels Thompson's wide
reaching audience orientation characteristic. If you recall, oftentimes it is elite per
sons, such as political leaders, who suffer the consequences of this aspect of quasi
mediated interaction since it is not always in their best interest for others to see them.
So, it seems, it is the same for the character of Freddy.
Once I collect all the data for each of the sixty-seven scenes of conflict I
aggregate the percentages, in the findings section, for each metaphorical anxiety
theme present within each film and over the series as a whole. Even though these
coding tables do not duplicate the visual style of Kitses' philosophical dialectics, they
still accomplish the same task. The pairing of the abnormal villain and the normal
hero/heroine characters along side each other portrays "a series of opposed values
and ideas which ...identify the essential focus of thematic concerns" (Hutchings,
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1995, p. 69). That is to say, the heroes' and heroines' articulation of their representa
tive anxiety themes (i.e., "the lack of co-presence" and "the bre�kdown of the public/
community") are on one side of the coding tables while Freddy's representative anxi
ety themes (i.e., "the intrusion into the private realm" and "the proficiency of visibil
ity") are on the other.
I then carry out a subjective re-interpretation of a select number of scenes in
the analysis section. Obviously, I cannot discursively elaborate upon all sixty-seven
scenes because that would surely draw-out the thesis exceedingly. Therefore, since
the concern of this thesis is primarily with mediated quasi-interaction, my subjective
re-interpretation will only focus on those scenes in which a character or characters
engage in mediated quasi-interaction. Once again, my prior familiarity with these
films leaves me confident that there are a number of scenes featuring such activity to
comprise a sufficient sub-sample.
Furthermore, to keep track of these scenes, I point out the characters that
engage in such activity on the tables themselves by placing "greater-than" and
"lesser-than" symbols on each side of their names (for example: >FREDDY<). The
subjective re-interpretation of these scenes necessitates my use of Russell's model as
a methodological and theoretical tool. However, I must first revise Russell's model
to make it more susceptible to certain conditions of interpretation.
The Rescue and Revision of Russell's Model
Russell ingrains some complicated aspects within his model during his pursuit

for a concrete definition of horror. I feel I must revise or deconstruct his model in
order to understand how the characters, as ideological constructs, articulate and con
vey the four metaphorical anxiety themes. This deconstruction and departure from
Russell's model takes place on four levels:
1. On the first level, I split his model into two models, both of which I use for
different purposes. I use one model to track the continuity of the characters' spatial
ity, while I use the other to track the temporal continuity of the characters.
2. On the second level, these models do not take the form of Venn diagrams,
but do retain the ability to account for change.
3. On the third level, I analyze scenes of conflict rather than entire films per
se for reasons discussed in the Foci oflnquiry section.
4. Lastly, on the fourth level, I apply these models to al.I the main characters,
within a select number of conflict scenes, rather than just the monster character.
My reason for fracturing Russell's model is because he bases it on (pseudo)
ontology. As Giddens (1984) suggests (refer back to "the film viewing experience"
section in the Literature Review), ontology, whether pseudo or not, is dependent
upon our perceptions of both time and space. Therefore, emphasis of both concepts
needs to take place in this type of analysis. However, in many instances within his
text, Russell seems to focus primarily on (filmic) space. For instance, Russell states:
"This monster figure ... is characterized...as much through its (usually distinctive)
visual appearance as it is in the manner by which it makes this appearance within the
filmic space (i.e., both narrative space and its construction through visual and aural
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elements)" (1995, p. 7, bold mine). This is only one example from Russell's work
that shows how he privileges the concept of space over the concept of time. In fact,
oftentimes he does not even consider the concept of time in his work.
Furthermore, my interest is in not only identifying/classifying the time and
space that characters occupy during scenes of conflict, but more specifically, the
directions (in time and space) that the characters take during those scenes, over the
whole series. I emphasize direction to more concretely decode the ideological mean
ing within the scenes of conflict. Ideology is:
Meaning in the service ofpower. Hence the study of ideology requires us to
investigate the ways in which meaning is constructed and conveyed by sym
bolic forms of various kinds ... it requires us to investigate the social contexts
within which the symbolic forms are employed and deployed; and it calls
upon us to ask whether, and if so how, the meaning mobilized by symbolic
forms serves, in specific contexts, to establish and sustain relations of domi
nation. (Thompson, 1990, p. 7, bold mine)

Once again, this thesis is my springboard for future research involving a more
detailed study of the ideology put forth through these films. For the most part, my
concern in this thesis is with the way in which the films, as symbolic forms, construct
and more specifically convey or articulate ideological messages (i.e., the four anxiety
themes) through their characters' actions.
Therefore, I assume that the relationship between direction in scenes of con
flict and the ideological messages they put forth are integral. That is, the direction (in
time and space) that the hero and heroine characters take while confronting the threat
Freddy poses to them suggests a lot, metaphorically, in relation to the time period of
the production and reception of the film series. I conceive direction in time and space
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as any wavering by the film characters from the pseudo-ontological pathway. This
pathway hinges on the notions of time and space, as I will come to operationally
define them in this study.
Therefore, in order to lend historical significance to the characters' pseudo
ontology, it must logically be understood in relation to a point and time in history.
To state otherwise, to appreciate the metaphorical significance of the film characters'
false reality (pseudo-ontology), the film must be understood in relation to the point
and time in which the films were both produced and received. I must construct a
methodological tool that will allow me to map the characters' pseudo-ontology
before any comparison can be made between their fictional existence and the real
world of the films' producers and receivers. Analyzing the direction characters take
within select scenes of conflict will allow me to "schematize" them as ideological
constructs of the social issues and anxieties prevalent during the time period(s) of
production and reception.
I am using the term "schematize" to emphasize that the characters are visual
schemes, much as in the way Berger (1992) and Giddens (1984) use the terms typi
ficatory schemes and anticipatory schemata, respectively (refer back to the "film
viewing experience" section of the Literature Review). Also, my use of this new
term parallels Bourdieu's (1998) use of the term scheme by highlighting its relation
to issues of the viewers' practice. This term also allows me to indicate the impor
tance of the characters' actions temporally and spatially. Thi� is ultimately what I
will decode or re-chart in order to see the actions of the villain's and hero/heroine
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characters' more fully. Furthermore, I rename and redefine the main categories of
my two new models in what follows (three in each model for a total of six) due to the
fact that I am using Russell's (1995) model in a different manner than he intended.
Schematizing the Characters' Actions Spatially and Temporally
In what I call the realm of spatiality, as it relates to pseudo-ontic reality (refer
back to the definition of pseudo-ontic reality in the "classifying the threat" section of
the Literature Review), I classify the space that film characters occupy according to
three main schemes: (1) they are within the pseudo-ontic space of the real (W); (2)
outside of that space (O); or (3) between (B) it and some outside, unknown territory.
This does not stray very far from Russell's (1995) description. In fact, the relation
ship of Russell's main categories to the pseudo-ontic space of the real in comparison
to the relationship of my categories is virtually the same (refer back to Figure 2). The
only difference is the substitution of the words "within, outside, and between" for the
words "deviant, supernatural, and paranatural", respectively.
However, this substitution is necessary because the two sets of main cate
gories connote different things. Russell loads a lot of meaning into his terms while
organizing them via the Venn style diagram. He also combines notions of both time
and space, whereas my main categories of the realm of spatiality obviously refer only
to space. Figure 3 displays the organization of my main categories in a new kind of
diagram. As previously stated, the pseudo-ontic state of characters, in relation to
their spatiality, can change through the span of a series, within a single film, and, at
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W = WITIIlN REALITY; 0 = OUTSIDE REALITY; B = BETWEEN REALITY
Figure 3. The Three Main Categories of the Realm of Spatiality.
the smallest unit of analysis, within a single scene. I suppose one can argue that the
characters' pseudo-ontic state can indeed change within a single frame, or a short
number of frames, making the frame the smallest unit of analysis. However, I fear
such an approach makes analysis of films much too complex.
Since scenes of conflict are my primary concern, I use the letters of the three
main categories by themselves only when referring to scenes in which characters
remain wholly within one pseudo-ontic spatial scheme (i.e., eit�er within, outside, or
between reality). In these scenes, even though the characters do not change pseudo
ontic direction, I still record their pseudo-ontic spatial status. For example, I classify
a scene that only takes place in hell as (0) due to the fact that this spatial scheme is
outside anyone's actual lived experience (this being a stipulation of the definition of
pseudo-ontic reality). Furthermore, I classify a scene that takes place in Michigan as
(W) due to the fact that someone, such as myself, actually occupies that spatial
scheme. Incidentally, the Nightmare series takes place within Ohio. Moreover, I
classify a scene that presents a character, or characters, as existing within a dream

about, or taking place within, Michigan as (B). While it is true that people actually
live in and/or dream about places in Michigan, no one can ever experience being in
the spatial scheme of someone else's dream about Michigan.
Also, in the scenes featuring characters that change pseudo-ontic spatial direc
tion, I use a plus sign(+), a minus sign(-) and a tilda(~) as directional indicators to
record such changes as they occur within the scenes. I place a plus sign in front of
the letter of a character's pseudo-ontic location if that character enters a particular
location on his or her own free will. Likewise, I place a minus sign in front of the let
ter of a character's pseudo-ontic location if something or someone forces that charac
ter to enter that particular location against his or her will. Sometimes a character does
not realize when he or she enters a different pseudo-ontological location. In such
instances I place a tilda sign in front of the letter of the character's pseudo-ontic
location.
For instance, a scene begins with a character who unknowingly enters into an
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unreal realm { ~B} and, upon realizing it, searches and finds a way back to reality
{ +W}. Therefore, that character's spatial schematizations for that scene are as fol
lows: { ~B+W}. This logic allows for an analysis of the various combinations and
shifts between the three main categories. Similarly, the realm of temporality takes
much the same shape(see Figure 4).
In the realm of temporality, as it relates to pseudo-ontic reality, I classify the
temporal dimension that film characters occupy using three main schemes: (1) in the
past (P), (2) in the present (X), or(3) in the future (F). Since shifts in time within
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P =PAST; X =PRESENT; F = FUTURE
Figure 4. The Three Main Categories ofthe Realm ofTemporality.
films take place as often as shifts in space, I deploy the directional indicators in the
same manner as I use them in terms ofpseudo-ontic space.
I will re-interpret, in the analysis section, those conflict scenes in which some
character(s) engage in mediated quasi-interaction (i.e., those characters I point out in
the tables of the findings section by the use of greater than and lesser than symbols).
This re-interpretation is nothing more than my discursive description of the actions
and experiences of the scene's characters. Furthermore, I include each character's
schematizations in set brackets { } throughout the paragraphs of these interpretations,
right after the character's name each time they change pseudo-ontic locations during
the scenes. These schematizations, along with my description of the scene at hand,
allow the reader to know if the characters are moving into these different pseudo
ontic locations on their own free will or not. Also, the re-interpretation of each scene
is preceded by (a) its film number, (b) the conflict scene number within its respective
film, and (c) the title of the conflict scene identified by the "jump to a nightmare"
scene index listed on the DVD. I label my re-interpretations this way to facilitate
replication on the part of other researchers.

FINDINGS
Synopsis of Each Film in the Series
A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984)
This is the story of Nancy Thompson who is having terrible nightmares of a
horribly burned man trying to kill her with a razor-tipped glove. She discovers that
her boyfriend Glenn and their friends Tina and Rod are having nightmares of the
same man. Soon, this man kills Tina in her sleep, literally. Nancy's father, Lieu
tenant Thompson, arrests Rod as the main suspect. Afterward, upon falling asleep in
English class, Nancy burns herself during a nightmare. When she wakes up, the burn
mark exists on her arm. This makes her realize that if the man kills her in her
dreams, she will die for real, which is how she believes Tina died.
During a particular nightmare, Nancy pulls the hat off of the man in her
dreams and brings it into reality simply by holding onto it when she wakes up. Writ
ten within the hat is the name: Fred Krueger. Nancy learns from her intoxicated
mother that Fred Krueger is the name of a supposedly dead child murderer that was
arrested but then let off on a technicality. Afterward, a group of neighborhood
parents, including Nancy's, tracked Freddy down to the power plant where he worked
and burned him to death. Nancy concludes that Freddy is coming back into the
dreams of the parents' children and killing them, one by one, as revenge for his mur
der. Once Freddy kills Rod and Glenn in their dreams, Nancy believes that the only
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way she can survive is by bringing him out of her dreams and into the real world
where she thinks he may be vulnerable.
A Nightmare on Elm Street, Part 2: Freddy's Revenge (1985)
The main character, Jesse, and his family are new occupants of the house on
Elm Street previously owned by Nancy's family in the first film. Jesse begins to
have nightmares of a terribly scarred man who wears a glove with knives attached at
its fingertips. Jesse soon finds this glove in the basement of his new home. As the
film progresses, Jesse sleepwalks often and wakes up wearing the glove in strange
places such as his sister's bedroom and in the shower quarters of his school's gym
nasium. Jesse begins questioning his sanity. However, when he discovers Nancy's
diary in his closet, he learns of her similar plight and the name of his dream stalker.
Also, when Jesse finds out his coach was recently murdered in the shower quarters of
the school's gymnasium, he begins to believe that he is experiencing more than just
bad dreams. As Jesse's nightmares continue to worsen, Freddy is able to almost
totally take control of his body. Toward the end of the film, Freddy is able to cross
over into the real world by making Jesse's body succumb to his physical identity.
Through this manner, Freddy kills Jesse's friend, Ron, and later comes close to kill
ing Jesse's girlfriend, Lisa, during a pool party at her house. However, Freddy does
kill a few teenagers (minor characters) present at the party before retreating to an
abandoned power plant once Lisa's parents intervene.
During a previous scene mentioned above, Lisa has learned from Nancy's
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diary that Freddy use to work in a power plant. Therefore, she is able to track him
down in an attempt to help Jesse. While Lisa confronts Freddy, she is able to encour
age Jesse to "will" Freddy out of himself and regain control o.f his body. The next
day on the school bus all is back to normal for Jesse and Lisa until Freddy's clawed
hand pops out of the chest of their friend Kerry. The screen goes black a few seconds
later, leaving the viewer anticipating a sequel.
A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors (1987)
The majority of this film takes place in a psychiatric ward where the last of
the Elm Street children reside. This includes a cohort of seven teenagers: Kristen,
Jennifer, Joey, Kincaid, Phillip, Taryn, and Will. Also, Nancy from the first film
returns as a dream researcher who is newly appointed to the clinic. She soon dis
covers that Kristen has a special "dream power," and is able to pull or "will" people
into her dreams. Upon being brought into one of Kristen's nightmares, Nancy is
forced to confront Freddy once more. This makes Nancy realize that Freddy is back
and after the last of children of the parents who killed him.
After Max, the ward's janitor, finds Jennifer dead, Nancy relates her know
ledge and experience concerning Freddy to a fellow scientist on staff named Neil.
She asks him to prescribe the teenagers an experimental dream suppressant. Neil
does not believe Nancy at first and denies her request. However, he agrees to attempt
a type of group therapy in which he, Nancy and the cohort of teenagers, with the help
of Kristen's dream power, all go into the same dream state together. In this dream
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state the teenagers discover their own dream powers to use against Freddy. However,
once Freddy's presence is felt, they hurriedly come out of the dream state to find that
Joey is comatose.
Later, Nancy, Kristen, Kincaid, Phillip and Taryn all go back into the dream
state together to find Joey and bring him out of his coma. Once in this dream state
they become separated from each other and soon Freddy kills both Phillip and Taryn.
Meanwhile, Neil and Nancy's father hunt down Freddy's remains in order to properly
bury him and hopefully end his reign of terror.
Upon reuniting in the dream state, Nancy, Kristen and Kincaid find Joey and
together all four of them do battle with Freddy. At the same time, in the waking
world, Neil and Nancy's father attempt to lay Freddy's remains to rest. This proves
to stop Freddy, at least until the next sequel. However, Freddy does not go out before
taking Nancy and her father with him.
A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master (1988)
Kristen believes that Freddy is back upon having a dream in which she comes
across Nancy's old house. She pulls Kincaid and Joey into her dream where she tries
to convince them that Freddy is not dead. Neither Kincaid or Joey share Kristen's
belief However, later on, Kincaid has a nightmare in which he not only witnesses
Freddy's resurrection, but also dies at Freddy's hands. Joey is murdered during a
nightmare shortly after Kincaid's death.
With Kincaid and Joey gone, Freddy tricks Kristen into pulling a new friend
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named Alice into her nightmare. Now that Freddy has someone new to prey upon he
kills Kristen, but not before she is able to pass on her power to pull people into her
dreams to Alice.

Then, through Alice and her newly acquired "dream power,"

Freddy is able to terrorize a whole new cohort of teenagers including: Alice's brother
Rick and their friends Sheila, Debbie, and Dan. Unfortunately, Alice and Dan are the
only members of the cohort to survive Freddy's rampage in -order to continue the
combat in the following sequel.
A Nightmare on Elm Street Part 5: The Dream Child (1989)
Alice and Dan are romantically involved in this fifth installment of the series.
Freddy is able to come back and haunt them through the dreams of their unborn child
who will come to be named Jacob. Moreover, Freddy kills Dan before Alice even
realizes that she is pregnant with their child. Freddy continues to torment Alice and
eventually murders her friends, Greta and Mark. However, with the help of Alice's
surviving friend, Yvonne, and the ghost of Freddy's mother, Amanda Krueger,
Freddy is temporarily defeated and Alice is able to give birth to Jacob.
Freddy's Dead: The Final Nightmare (1991)
The sixth film starts with a white outline of the United States against a black
screen. Above it are the words "Springwood, Ohio, Ten Years From Now." Type
face begins to appear within the outline. It reads: "Mysterious killings and suicides
wipe out entire population of children and teenagers.

Remaining adults are
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experiencing mass psychosis. There is new evidence of one surviving teenager." The
story then begins in the nightmare of a teenage boy who, we come to learn, has amne
sia. He wakes up just outside of Springwood where the police find him wandering
around aimlessly. They take the boy to a shelter where he m�ets a therapist named
Maggie who is plagued by a reoccurring dream, and another therapist called Doc,
who has an interest in dream therapy. The boy, nick-named John Doe, also meets
three other teens in the shelter: Carlos, Spencer, and Tracy.
When Maggie realizes that both her and John's dreams have a connection to
Springwood, they decide to visit the city. Carlos, Spencer, and Tracy stow away in
back of their van, but they are soon discovered. While in Springwood, the group
learns of Freddy's heinous past and the fact that he fathered a child before being
burned to death by vigilante parents. However, before the group is able to leave
Springwood, Freddy claims the lives of Carlos, Spencer, and John. Up until then, the
storyline of the film tricked the viewers into thinking John was· Freddy's son, but, as
it turns out, Maggie is actually Freddy's daughter. Once out of Springwood, Maggie,
with the help of Tracy and Doc, is seemingly able to stop Freddy for good.
Wes Craven's New Nightmare (1994)
Unlike the sixth film, this seventh film takes place in the present. Further
more, the storyline for this film treats its predecessors as products of Hollywood
while it pretends to follow the lives of the franchise's creators as they are in the
process of making yet another sequel to the series. The main characters of the film
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include: Heather, John, and Robert who play Nancy, Nancy's father and Freddy,
respectively, throughout the series; Chase and Dylan, who are Heather's fictional
husband and son in this film; and Wes, the director of parts one and three. The film
starts in Heather's nightmare where a strange incident leaves two special effect tech
nicians dead. Later, Freddy kills Chase when he falls asleep driving home from
work. This leaves Heather alone to care for Dylan who is suffering from sleep depra
vation. When Heather takes Dylan to see a Doctor Heffner, she tells Heather that
Dylan is showing signs of childhood schizophrenia.
After leaving Dylan in the hospital for further testing, Heather visits Wes,
who is busy writing the script for the new film. Wes dreams scenes for the script
each night, which he writes down when he wakes up. Eventually, what he writes
becomes reality. Wes tells Heather he believes that the Nightmare series, and more
specifically the character of Freddy, is an essence, or a "container," of an ancient evil
entity that is attempting to cross over into reality.
When Freddy kills Dylan's visiting sitter Julie, Dylan is able to sleepwalk out
of the hospital. Heather pursues him to their home. All during the chase Heather's
identity slowly takes on the persona of Nancy from parts one and three. Once
Heather fully becomes Nancy she willfully enters into the dream world to rescue
Dylan and defeat the ancient evil entity that is Freddy...at least for the time being.
For the coding of each scene of conflict in all seven films, please see the
Appendix.

ANALYSIS
The Articulation of the Four Metaphorical Anxiety Themes
I aggregate the percentages for the articulation of each metaphorical anxiety
theme, ·as well as analyze the summations for these themes both separately and in
combination with each other within this section. I do this in order to decipher the
strength of any patterns throughout the series in relation to certain anxiety themes.
That is to say, I consider the themes separately to see if any particular theme appears
more prevalent during particular times within the course of the series. This also lends
insight into where and when weak themes hindered the series' articulation of all four
themes combined.
For starters, it appears that the series' weakest articulation is the metaphorical
anxiety theme "the lack of co-presence" (see Table 5). The table for this theme dis
plays both the number of times hero and heroine characters appear within each film
and are therefore able to possibly articulate this theme (POSSIBLE #), as well as the
number of times they actually do articulate this theme (ACTUAL #). The overall
series' articulation for this particular theme is only 44%. Therefore, this theme
occurs a little less than half the time during conflict scenes throughout the span of the
series. Moreover, the articulation of this theme does not appear to take on a concrete
linear trend, although the first half of the series (i.e., the first three films) does seem
to articulate it more often than the latter half (i.e., the last three films). The peaks and
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Table 5
The Articulation of "the Lack of Co-presence"

and valleys of this trend also seem to occur in both the first and second halves of the
senes.
For instance, films two and five display this theme the strongest; both of
which have an articulation of 56%. That is to say, a lack of co-presence occurs dur
ing scenes of conflict within films two and five 56% of the time. Furthermore, films
three and seven articulate this theme the weakest. During scenes of conflict within
film three, a lack of co-presence only occurs 29% of the time. Additionally, within
film seven, a lack of co-presence during conflict scenes occurs only 14% of the time.
The series' articulation of the metaphorical anxiety theme of "the breakdown
of the public/community" is not much stronger than its articulation of "the lack of co
presence" (see Table 6). The table for this theme displays both the number of hero
and heroine characters within each film who have the possibility of being killed by
Freddy (POSSIBLE#), as well as the number of those characters who actually do die
in such a manner (ACTUAL #).

Here, the overall series articulation for this
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Table 6

/

The Articulation of "the Breakdown of the Public/Community"

particular theme is only 46%. As with the theme of "the lack of co-presence," this
theme occurs a little less than half the time throughout the span of the series. Also,
similar to the theme "the lack of co-presence," the articulation of this theme does not
take on a perfect linear trend.
However, the articulation of this theme does seem to decline as the series pro
gresses because it is articulated more within the first half of the series than in the last
half Furthermore, the articulation for this particular theme peaks midway through
the series (i.e., film four) at 75%. Moreover, as with the theme "the lack of co
presence," the articulation of this theme is weakest in film seven. "The breakdown of
the public/community" only occurs during scenes of conflict within film seven 25%
of the time.
The series' articulation of the theme "the proficiency of visibility" is some
what strong in comparison to the two themes already analyzed (see Table 7). The
table for this theme displays the number of scenes in which Freddy appears in and
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Table 7
The Articulation of "the Proficiency of Visibility"

therefore has the possibility to morph or tum invisible (POSSIBLE #).

It also

displays the number of scenes in which he actually does undertake such actions
(ACTUAL#). This theme occurs 63% of the time during scenes of conflict through
out the series. Also, as with the prior themes, a perfect linear trend is not displayed
and the first half of the series appears to articulate this theme more so than the last
half
For instance, the articulation of "the proficiency of visibility" appears the
strongest in films three and five. Here, the articulation of this theme during scenes of
conflict occurs 86% of the time in film three, and 75% of the time in film five. More
over, the articulation of this theme is the weakest in films one and six. During scenes
of conflict in film one, the articulation of this theme takes place 56% of the time,
whereas during scenes of conflict in film six, it takes place 33% of the time.
"The intrusion into the private realm" is the last theme I consider separately,
and is the strongest theme articulated by the series (see Table 8). The table for this

Table 8
The Articulation of "the Intrusion Into the Private Realm"

theme displays the number of scenes that Freddy appears which are also potential
scenes of intrusion on his part (POSSIBLE #), as well as the number of scenes in
which he actually does intrude (ACTUAL#). This theme is articulated in 82% of the
overall series; in other words, the theme occurs 82% of the time during conflict
scenes throughout the course of the series. Like the other themes, this theme does not
take on a perfect linear trend, and its articulation does seem to somewhat decline with
time. However, whereas the "peaks and valleys" for the other themes did occur in
both the first and second half of the series, the high points for this theme occur in the
first half, while the low points occur in the second half
During scenes of conflict within films two and four, ''.the intrusion into the
private realm" occurs 90% of the time. On the other hand, films five and six articu
late this theme the weakest with 63% and 75%, respectively. In other words, during
scenes of conflict within film five, this theme occurs 63% of the time. Likewise, dur
ing scenes of conflict in film six, this theme occurs 75% of the time.
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It appears that the four metaphorical anxiety themes, in combination, occur
59% of the time during scenes of conflict within the seven films (see Table 9).
Additionally, the first half of the series articulates these themes stronger than the last
half. For instance, the average percentages of first three films are all in the mid- to
lower sixties, while the average percentages of the last three films are in the fifties or
lower.
However, the midpoint of the series (i.e., film four) ·articulates the combined
themes the strongest with 71 %, while the last film articulates the combined themes
the weakest with 46%. That is to say, scenes of conflict within film four articulate
the combination of the four themes 71% of the time, whereas scenes of conflict in
film seven articulate the combination of the four themes 46% of the time. Overall, it
appears as though all the themes, separately and in combination, decline with time.
Interestingly enough, the heroes' and heroines' representative themes are weaker in
comparison to Freddy's representative themes.
Table 9
The Articulation of All Four Metaphorical Anxiety Themes
FIL
COFILM# PRESENCE BREAKDOWN INTRUSION VISIBILITY AVG.
iaJ
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SERIES
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For instance, the themes "the lack of co-presence" and "the breakdown of the
public/community" only occur 44% and 46% of the time during scenes of conflict,
throughout the span of the series. On the other hand, the themes "the intrusion into
the private realm" and "the proficiency of visibility" occur during scenes of conflict,
throughout the span of the series, 82% and 63% of the time, respectively. This is per
haps reflective of the fact that Freddy is the "star" of the series, whereas the hero and
heroine characters are merely his fodder.
Re-Interpretation of Select Conflict Scenes
The following paragraphs are my re-interpretations of select scenes of conflict
that obtain hero and or heroine characters engaging in mediated quasi-interaction. I
deploy the realms of spatiality and temporality throughout the re-interpretations as
described within the methodology section.
Film One/Conflict Scene Seven: "I'm Your Boyfriend Now"
Nancy {T:+X; S:+W} attempts to reach Glenn by telephone, but his parents
will not let him speak to her. After hanging up, she receives two phone calls from
Freddy {T:+X; S:+B}. He is calling from inside of the dream world. During the
second phone call the mouthpiece of Nancy's phone morphs into Freddy's {S:+W}
mouth. When Nancy attempts to leave and rescue Glenn, her mother {T:+X; S:+W}
informs her that she cannot leave the house. The scene then cuts to Glenn's bedroom
where Glenn {T:~X; S:~B} has fallen asleep while simultaneously watching TV and
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listening to the radio. Freddy's {S:+B} arm pops out of Glenn's bed and pulls him
down inside of it. At the end of the scene, Nancy's father {T:+X; S:+W}, a police
lieutenant, arrives at Glenn's house with other police officers.
Film Two/Conflict Scene Seven: "Sweet Dreams Pal"
Ron {T:+X ; S:+W} is in his bedroom watching TV while Jesse {T:+X ;
S:+W} is asleep on the sofa. Jesse wakes up and states, "It's starting to happen
again." This means that Freddy is starting to take over Jesse's body. It appears that
Jesse is wide awake when Freddy {T:+X ; S:+W}, from some unreal dimension,
morphs out of Jesse {S:-B}. Jesse's persona disappears and Freddy kills Ron. After
giving Jesse {S:-W} his body back, Freddy {S:+B} taunts him from inside a mirror
as he weeps over his dead friend.
Film Three/Conflict Scene Three: "The March of the Bloody Puppet"
In this scene, Phillip {T:+X; S:+W} and Kincaid {T:+X; S:+W} are sleeping
in their room. Inside Phillip's {S:~B} dream Freddy {T:+X; S:+B} morphs from a
marionette Phillip had created. Phillip, while controlled by Freddy, sleepwalks out of
the room. Soon after, Joey {T:+X; S:+W}, who is reading a book next to a window,
spots Phillip on the edge of the building outside. Joey informs Will {T:+X; S:+W},
and they, along with Kincaid, Jennifer, Kristen and Taryn [all {T:+X; S:+W}] wit
ness Joey fall to his death.
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Film Three/Conflict Scene Four: "Welcome To Prime-Time, Bitch"
Jennifer {T:+X S:+W} falls asleep watching Dick Cavett {T:+X ; S:+W}
interview Zsa Zsa Gabor {T:+X ; S+:W} on TV. Once Jennifer {S:~B} begins to
dream, Freddy {T:+X; S:+B} morphs out of Dick Cavett {S:-B} and attacks Zsa Zsa
{S:-B}, both of who are now thrust into Jennifer's dream. Afterward, the TV screen
goes fuzzy and Jennifer walks over to it. Freddy's head and arms pop out of the TV
set and he grabs her. He states, "Welcome to Prime-Time, bitch," and slams her head
through the TV screen. Max {T:+X; S:+W} enters the room to see Jennifer hanging
from the TV mounted on the wall.
Film Three/Conflict Scene Six: "What a Rush"
Kristen {T:+X ; S:+W} is placed within the "quiet room" of the ward for
acting-up. When Kristen {S:-B} falls asleep she meets up with Nancy, Will, Taryn
and Kincaid [all {T:+X; S:+B}] who have all willingly entered into the dream world
to help her. They soon become separated, and Freddy {T:+X; S:+B} attacks most of
them while they are alone. He eventually kills Will and Taryn. In a flashback
sequence, Kristen dreams she is listening to the radio while waiting for her mother to
come home.

When Kristen's mother {T:~X ; S:~B} finally does come home,

unaware that she is inside Kristen's dream, Freddy attacks them both and succeeds in
killing Kristen's mother.
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Film Four/Conflict Scene Three: "How's This for a Sweet Dream"
Joey {T:+X; S:+W} is simultaneously watching TV, listening to music with
headphones on and reading a magazine. Soon after looking at a poster of a woman in
a bikini on his wall, Joey {S:~B} unintentionally falls asleep. He dreams that the
woman in the poster is literally inside his waterbed. However, Freddy {T:+X; S:+B}
morphs out of the woman and kills him.
Film Four/Conflict Scene Eight: "I Love Soul Food"
Alice {T:~X; S:~B} dreams that she sneaks out of her house and ends up at a
theater where she literally gets sucked into the movie screen from the balcony. Now
on the other side of the screen, Alice turns to see that the other audience members are
actually Joey, Kristen, Kincaid, Rick and Shelia [all {T:-X; S:-B}] who are all prior
victims of Freddy. Alice meets up with Freddy {T:+X; S:+B} during the dream and
he causes her to envision his next victim. That person is Alice's friend Debbie
{T:+X ; S:+W} who is listening to the radio while lifting weights. When Freddy
causes Alice {S:-W} to wake up and leave the dream world she hurries to rescue her
friend.
Film Four/Conflict Scene Nine: "No Pain, No Gain"
I assume that Debbie {T:~X; S:~B} has somehow fallen asleep while work
ing out and listening to the radio. I believe this to be true due to the manner in which
she is killed by Freddy {T:+X; S:+B}. Debbie is transformed into a cockroach and
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squashed by Freddy. While this is happening, Alice and Dan, not realizing they are
both asleep [both {T:~X; S:~B}], dream that they get into a truck and leave to rescue
Debbie. However, they never get there. They end up having the same dream of get
ting in the truck and leaving three times [both {T:~P ; S:~B} x 3]. Alice and Dan
finally realize that the nightmare they are in is reoccurring (in contrast to a flashback
or back-story sequence) and they plan to wake up. However, they see Freddy, and
[both {T:+X; S:+B}] quickly decided to try and hit him with the truck. After hitting
Freddy, who becomes invisible at the moment of impact, Alice {S:~W} suddenly
wakes up to find Dan knocked out cold.
Film Five/Conflict Scene Four: "Bon Appetit, Bitch"
Greta {T:~X; S:~B} does not realize she is dreaming of being at a dinner
party until Freddy {T:+X; S:+B} shows up as her server. Freddy force-feeds Greta
until she begins to choke. Meanwhile, Alice {T:+X; S:+W} is at her home stocking
her refrigerator with groceries. It seems as though Alice {S:-B} is somehow thrust
into Greta's dream for a short time since Greta and Freddy both appear inside Alice's
refrigerator. Alice attempts to pull Greta out of the refrigerator while Alice's father
{T:+X; S:+W}, who is sitting and reading nearby, does not notice the commotion.
When Freddy pulls Greta into the refrigerator and the door slams shut, Alice is forced
out of the dream {T:-X; S:-W}.

Film Five/Conflict Scene Seven: "Super Freddy"
Yvonne {T:+X ; S:+W} relaxes in a wading pool before going swimming.
Upon falling asleep, she {S:~B} has a run-in with Freddy {T:+X ; S:+B}, and
escapes him with the help of Alice {T:+X; S:+B} who, in an earlier scene, had gone
into the dream world in search ofFreddy's mother. Meanwhile, Mark {T:~X; S:~B}
falls asleep and dreams that he literally gets sucked into the comic book he was read
ing. Freddy taunts Mark with Greta's {T:-X; S:-B} corpse/ghost before killing him.
When Freddy kills Mark, both Alice and Yvonne [both {S:-W}] suddenly wake up.
Film Six/Conflict Scene Six: "Freddy's High Score"
Spencer {T:~X; S:~B} dreams of literally being sucked into a TV and even
tually becomes a character in a video game that Freddy {T:+X; S:+B} is playing.
John, Maggie and Tracy [all {T:+F; S:+W}] find Spencer and realize that he is hav
ing a nightmare that they cannot seem to wake him from. So, John and Tracy [both
{S:+B}] both go into the dream world to try and save Spencer: However, Freddy is
able to claim the life of Spencer, and Tracy {S:-W} is awoken by Maggie. This
leaves John in the dream world alone with Freddy.
Film Seven/Conflict Scene Two: "Freddy's Coming for You"
Heather {T:~X; S:~B}, in a sort of day dream, finds her son Dylan {T:~X;
S:~B}, also in a day dream/trance-like state, watching one of her horror movies.
Shortly after turning the TV off, Heather receives a phone call from Freddy {T:+X;
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S:+B}. She quickly hangs up on him. When Freddy calls her a second time, she tries
alerting her husband Chase {T:+X; S:+W} who does not hear her because he is driv
ing away to work with his radio blaring. When Dylan's sitter Julie {T:+X; S:+W}
knocks on their front door, it causes both Heather and Dylan [both {S:-W}] to come
out of their daydream/trance-like states.
Film Seven/Conflict Scene Three: "Daddy's Dead Now"
Chase {T:+X; S:+W} is driving home from work while listening to the radio.
After Chase {S:~B} falls asleep at the wheel, Freddy's {T:+X; S:+B} arm morphs
out of the car seat and Freddy kills him. Back at home, Heather {T:-X; S:-W} sud
denly awakens to find Dylan {T:+X; S:+W} standing in the hallway.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Discussion
I will start this section by discussing some pitfalls I have encountered during
this academic exploration. First, my revision of Russell's theoretical model did not
quite tum out as I hoped. I attempted to "rescue" the malleability of Russell's model
in order to map changes in the main character's pseudo-ontic di'rections as they occur
within scenes of conflict. My revised model allowed me to accomplish this in most
instances. However, film continuity proved to be a "monkey wrench" for this model.
At times I found myself recording schematizations for the Freddy character that went
against the "limits" of his powers, such as entering reality (W) oftentimes seemingly at
will. What made Freddy a threat to the normal characters was that they had to sleep
sooner or later, and that is where he got them: in their dreams. Therefore, in theory,
the normal characters were safe as long as they stayed awake. My model helped me
realize that this was not always the case.
For instance, refer to Freddy's first spatial location in my re-interpretation for
film two/conflict scene seven: "Sweet dreams pal." In this scene it is obvious that
Jesse wakes up, and yet Freddy is still able to take over his body and emerge into the
reality (W) of Ron's bedroom. A similar thing happens in film one/conflict scene
seven: "I'm your boyfriend now," when Freddy's mouth morphs out of Nancy's phone
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and French-kisses her while she is awake in the reality of her bedroom (W). These are
continuity flaws because Freddy's character did not remain true to the limits of his
power. However, continuity flaws are not unique to his character alone.
The reoccurrence of Kristen's mother in film four represents another continu
ity flaw since she was killed in part three (refer to film three/conflict scene six: "What
a rush"). Therefore, I do not include the death of Kristen's mother as an articulation
of the "breakdown" theme within my coding table for this film. I suppose one could
speculate that the mother's death in film three had not really taken place since it begins
as part of a flashback sequence. Yet, all semblance to the flashback sequence of this
scene ends once Freddy shows up and decapitates Kristen's mother. As a result, the
appearance of Kristen's mother in part four is indeed a continuity flaw.
Originally, I planned to schematize the main characters' directions in all the 67
conflict scenes. However, I found that it was impossible to decode the spatial loca
tions for some of the scenes. This was not due to a flaw in my revised tool nor a flaw
of the films themselves. Indeed, some of the scenes in the series were created with the
intent of confusing the viewer as to whether the action was taking place in reality (W)
or in a dream (B). Furthermore, the actual location for such scenes was never clari
fied within their respective films. For instance, admittedly, my decoding of film one/
conflict scene seven is a guess at best. I can see how some might believe that all of
the action that takes place within this scene is indeed part of Nancy's dream from an
earlier sequence from which she may have never really awakened.
For these reasons I feel I cannot draw any hard and fast conclusions in relation
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to the select number of scenes that I re-interpreted. However, through these re
interpretations I can show a few slight trends forming in relation to the characters that
engage in mediated quasi-interaction within these scenes.

For instance, it is not

uncommon for the characters engaging in mediated quasi-interaction to unknowingly
enter into a different pseudo-ontic realm (signaled by the use of a tilda within the re
interpretations) and/or be killed (signaled by the "breakdown" theme within the coding
tables), or already be dead (signaled by brackets within the coding tables). These
characters include: Glenn in film one, Ron in film two, Jennifer and Kristen in film
three, Joey, Alice, Kristen, Kincade, Rick, Shelia and Debbie in part four, Mark in film
five, Spencer in film six and Heather, Dylan and Chase in film seven (refer to the re
interpretations above for more in-depth descriptions of these characters' schematiza
tions).
If we are to read this small sub-sample of conflict scenes at the level of meta
phor, they seem to suggest dire consequences for those who engage in mediated
quasi-interaction. Also, with the exception of Alice and Dan in film four and Spencer
in film six, the temporal location for the characters in these scenes is overwhelmingly
in the present. Therefore, it seems as though the forewarning these scenes cast was
immediate danger for viewers in the here and now of their films' theatrical debuts.
Moreover, there is a complete absence of the "outside" spatial realm (0). This is an
important finding when reflecting on Thompson's notion of_ a fundamental break
between the producer and receiver (refer to the Foci oflnquiry section).
Since the heroes and heroines are most often found within reality (W), at the
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level of metaphor, they parallel the receivers of mediated messages, whereas Freddy,
as the occupier of the dream world (B), parallels the message itself Who then paral
lels the sender of the message who occupies the outside realm (O)?

The answer to

this comes in the form of back-story within films four through six. It is in these films
that the viewer learns the answer to the series' main mythological question: "How is it
that in death Freddy is able to enact his revenge in the dreams of teenagers?" In cer
tain scenes of these films the viewer sees Freddy making a pact with ancient dream
demons just before vigilante parents bum down the power plant where he enacts this
deed. The demons make him the guardian of what is known as the negative gate of
dreams through which nightmares are filtered. These dream demons from hell (0)
parallel the senders or transmitters of media messages on a metaphorical level.
Conclusion
This re-interpretation of select conflict scenes does seem to suggest that, at
some level, the series is an allegorical/ideological critique of mediated quasi
interaction. In this allegory, the heroes and the heroines are the mostly powerless
receivers of the ancient dream demons' deployed message. That' message, like a sadis
tic inversion ofMcluhan's theory, seems to read "Murder is the message." That mur
der is, in essence, the death or lack of co-presence and the breakdown of public or
community at the hands of an intruding messenger in disguise. That messenger is the
diabolical Freddy Krueger who, while engaging in mass-murder, resonates one-liners
such as: "Welcome to Prime-Time, bitch!"
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The coding tables seem to support this conclusion with the finding that the
viewer is exposed to an articulation of the four metaphorical anxiety themes 59% of
the time while watching a scene of conflict within the Nightmare series. Admittedly, I
expected this percentage to be higher. Although, reflecting on the data for the anxiety
themes and the fact that each theme seems to decline in prevalence is perhaps the most
prominent finding of this thesis. At some level, this suggests a possible correlation
between the series' articulation of the four themes and their combined importance
within the series. Even though the series seems to articulate the anxiety themes that
are representative of the hero and heroine characters less often than those themes that
are representative of the Freddy character, the fact that they all decline gives a little
more credence to the notion that the series' articulation concerns mediated quasi
interaction itself.
Now that I reflect back on it, the dates that I quote from Mair (1988) in
relation to the growth of HBO, ranging from 1979 to 1987, only overlap the first half
of the Nightmare series (refer to the subsection "the height of mediated quasi
interaction"). Interestingly enough, it is the first half of the series that articulates the
four themes the strongest, peaking with a series average percentage of 71% in the
fourth film, released in 1988. Therefore, Mair's facts that show a rise in the consump
tion of technologies incorporating this type of interaction parallel my findings that
show the anxiety theme articulation peaking during this same time frame.
Why then was there a decline in the films' articulation of the four metaphorical
anxiety themes after this time frame? I can only speculate.

To answer such a
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question, a good researcher would investigate other social-historical changes that took
place during the time frame that this decline occurred. For instance, some may ponder
if the ending of the Cold War is in some way inclusive of the factors having an effect
on the series' articulation of these themes. However, my primary concern is with a
type of interaction involving communications technologies. Therefore, I am inclined
to ponder what changes concerning such technologies occurred during this time
frame.
My first inclination is to contemplate when the personal computer, or PC, "hit
big." The PC embodies different types of interaction in that one can tailor his or her
computer in order to: have access to written documents on the internet, have conver
sations using the speakers and microphone, conduct video-conferences, play DVDs
and so on. Perhaps the complex-multiple realities dealt with in the last half of the
series parallels multiple, accumulated communication technologies that people engage
with while using this single machine.
For instance, whereas the first half of the series primarily deals with the dream
world of peoples' nightmares as a different dimension, the last half of the series seems
to deal with more intricate and interwoven realities such as: the effect of a fetus'
dreams on its mother and vice-versa (film five), learning about futuristic characters
who themselves are attempting to learn about the past (film six), and the "film within a
film" quality of part seven. These last films obtain an essence best captured by the
French term mise en abyme or "into the abyss." They are continual reflections upon
themselves, and as a result their characters display more self-reflexive qualities as well.
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However, since I do not know when the PC "hit big," perhaps it is unfair of me to
suggest that its growing popularity and use is somehow linked to the decline in the
series' articulation. Therefore, I am reluctant to investigate the matter any further at
this point in this particular piece of research. However, it is always good to end a
piece of work with yet another possible idea or area for future research.

Appendix
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THE FOUR METAPHORICAL ANXIETY THEMES AS PRESENT IN
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET (1984)
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THE FOUR METAPHORICAL ANXIETY THEMES AS PRESENT IN
(1985)

A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 2: FREDDY'S REVENGE
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THE FOUR METAPHORICAL ANXIETY THEMES AS PRESENT IN
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 3: DREAM WARRIORS (1987)
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THE FOUR METAPHORICAL ANXIETY THEMES AS PRESENT IN
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THE FOUR METAPHORICAL ANXIETY THEMES AS PRESENT IN
A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 5: THE DREAM CHILD
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THE FOUR METAPHORICAL ANXIETY THEMES AS PRESENT IN
FREDDY'S DEAD: THE FINAL NIGHTMARE (1991)

THE FOUR METAPHORICAL ANXIETY THEMES AS PRESENT IN
WES CRAVEN'S NEW NIGHTMARE (1994)
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THE FOUR METAPHORICAL ANXIETY THEMES AS PRESENT IN
WES CRAVEN'S NEW NIGHTMARE
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